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Dal testo ”Venture B1” Student’s Book and Workbook di  Mark Bartram & Richard Walton Oxford Units 
5-6-7-8-9 
 
Unit 5 "Jobs in the house" Grammar: have to /don't have to, must/mustn’t. Vocabulary: jobs in the house, 
social networking. Reading: Lazy teens who don't gave to cook, wash or clean. Listening: Jade a young 
carer's story. Speaking: talking about obligations, rules and laws.  Writing: a report giving your opinion 
about chores. A report on a survey. 
Educazione civica. 
Education to digital citizenship: how to use your computer safely, evaluating fake news, 
cyberbullying and online trolling. 
 
Unit 6 "Experiences" Grammar: Present perfect with ever/never, irregular past participles, comparatives 
adverbs, been/gone. Present perfect vs Past simple.  Vocabulary: Adverbs of manner. comparatives 
adverbs. Reading: Amazing explorers and survival experts. Listening: Joe Wise a survival expert. 
Supernatural events  Edward Steadman Speaking: completing facts and files about Joe Wise. Writing: 
about experiences. A magazine article. 
 
Unit 7 "Relationships" Grammar: present perfect with already just, still, yet, since, for. Vocabulary: dating 
and relationships, possessions Reading: marriage customs. Listening: the history of rings. Speaking: 
talking about marriage. Writing: Writing about a relationship. An-e-mail to a friend. 
 
Unit 8 "A geography trip" Grammar: modal verbs will, may, might, for future predictions and possibilities, 
zero and first conditional (if, when, unless). Vocabulary: geographical features, the environment. Reading: 
Two eco-projects Listening: Be a green teen. Guerrilla gardening. Speaking: changing my town.  Writing: 
a manifesto for change. A for and against essay. 
Educazione civica. 
Education to environmental conservation and sustainable development: how to save water, how to 
use less plastic, reuse, reduce, recycle, renewable energy, solar and wind plants. 
 
Unit 9 "At the airport" Grammar: some, any, no, every compounds, too(not) enough. Make vs do, get. 
Vocabulary: airports, money and finances. Reading: money from beads to bitcoin. Listening:  Caitlin Rae’s 
travel tips. Money- making ideas for teens. Speaking: you and your money.  Writing: writing about money. 
A story. 
 
 
   
          
          
Tutte le strutture grammaticali e funzioni linguistiche presenti nelle units sono state consolidate 
nell'Activating Grammar Book Pearson- Longman. 
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